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Interpreting Early Modern Woman Abuse:
The Case of Anne Dormer
Mary O’Connor
McMaster University

[T]hese hard laws I live under must keepe us from seeing one another.
Anne Dormer
ANNE DORMER, of Rousham, Oxfordshire, wrote to her
sister, Elizabeth Trumbull, in August 1686, she complained that
she would not be able to greet her on her return from a tumultuous year in France.1 Elizabeth (sometimes called Katherine) was married
to the special envoy William Trumbull and had just endured the events of
the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. Anne’s husband, Robert Dormer,
had certain “laws” under which his wife had to live, one of which prohibited her from going to London to visit her relatives. We know from Anne’s
account of her marriage in a series of intimate letters to her sister that she
experienced her husband’s sovereignty over her as an “insupportable Tyranny,”2 and there were no higher “laws” in the land to overrule her husband’s edicts. Robert, twenty years her senior, was jealous, angry, and
violent. He employed what we would today call psychological abuse, if not
actual physical beatings, to maintain complete control over his wife. The
thirty-two letters from Anne, some fifty-five thousand words written
between 1685 and 1691 to Elizabeth in France and later in Constantinople, offer a rich first-hand account of this seventeenth-century woman’s
abuse.3 This paper will examine Anne Dormer’s complex letters not only
for their representation of the everyday life of an abused early modern
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1Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 28 August [1686], British Library Add. MSS
72516. All letters quoted in this paper are from BL. Add. MSS 72516. I am indebted to
Patricia Crawford for introducing me to the Dormer letters, and many thanks to Sara Mendelson and Sylvia Bowerbank for reading drafts of this article. A shorter version was read at
the Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association conference in Fort Collins, Colorado, May 2001.
2Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 22 June [1687]. In 1677, Anne Wentworth also
used “unspeakable tyrannies” to describe her experience of oppression in marriage. See Anne
Wentworth, “A Vindication of Anne Wentworth,” in Elspeth Graham, Hilary Hinds, Elaine
Hobby, and Helen Wilcox, eds., Her Own Life: Autobiographical Writings by SeventeenthCentury Englishwomen (London: Routledge, 1989), 183.
3Unfortunately, there are no extant letters from Elizabeth Trumbull to Anne Dormer.
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woman, but for her analysis and diagnosis of the problem, her coping
strategies, and her resistance. The letters add to our current body of literature that theorizes woman abuse; they also add important insights to
early modern history. As literature, the letters are a poignant and dramatic
narrative of this woman’s struggle. Anne Dormer's extended narratives
and expressed emotional relationship with her sister convey an alternative
subjective space of security and even mastery. Thus, while these letters represent for us the conditions and techniques of her abuse, they also describe
and embody the maneuvering that enabled her to act as an independent
subject.
Anne Dormer was born in 1648, the daughter of Sir Charles Cottrell,
Master of Ceremonies under Charles I and II and James II, as well as
translator of French romances, and “Polliarchus” to Katherine Philips’s
“Orinda.”4 Her family left for the Continent shortly after her birth, while
she remained at nurse in England. Her mother, Frances West Cottrell,
died when Anne was still young. Anne lived with relatives and finally with
her father once he returned to England in 1660.5 Anne was well liked in
the family, receiving attention in her grandmother Cottrell’s will and presents from her uncle, Roger Pratt, the architect and half-brother of her
mother.6 Portraits of her by Peter Lely and Godfrey Kneller exist.7 Morris
concludes that Anne may have enjoyed the friendship of Edward Browne,
the elder son of Sir Thomas Browne.8 Robert Dormer was a widower with
a ten-year-old son by a previous marriage when Anne married him in
1668.9 He was a second son with no title but with large properties in Dorton, Buckinghamshire, and Rousham, Oxfordshire. The couple lived at
Rousham, now called Rousham Park, where Anne bore him eleven children, with seven sons and one daughter living into adulthood. When the
letters to her sister Elizabeth begin, in 1685, Anne has just given birth to
her last child. Elizabeth has just left for France with her husband, William
Trumbull. They return to England in the autumn of 1686 but leave again
for Constantinople the following spring. Their imminent return to
England in 1691 marks the end of the letters and the narrative they have
created, with Anne poignantly imagining “the joy of hugging thee in my

4See Katherine Philips, The Collected Works of Katherine Philips The Matchless Orinda
Volume II: The Letters, ed. Patrick Thomas (Stump Cross: Stump Cross Books, 1992).
5Patrick Thomas, “Sir Charles Cotterell and Katherine Philips,” Appendix 4, of Collected Works of Katherine Philips ed. Thomas, 157–95.
6G.C.R. Morris, “Sir Thomas Browne’s Daughters, ‘Cosen Barker’, and the Cottrells,”
Notes and Queries 33 (Dec. 1986): 478.
7See J. Douglas Stewart, Sir Godfrey Kneller and The English Baroque Portrait (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1983), 102 (Catalogue no. 230).
8Morris, “Sir Thomas,” 479.
910 December 1668 at St. Andrew, Holborn (Guildhall Library, MS 6668/1).
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armes againe.”10 Until recently, Anne Dormer has appeared mostly as a
footnote to her father and son’s biographies.11
Documents other than Anne’s letters confirm that the abuse that
Anne Dormer describes in her letters did in fact take place. Letters from
her father, Sir Charles Cottrell, corroborate specific events as well as the
general quality of life Robert Dormer created in his domain. The following letter from Anne’s father to his son-in-law, Sir William Trumbull, is a
good place to begin, for it shows how Sir Charles shared firsthand the
regime of abuse under which his daughter lived. He recounts a visit to
Anne’s house in August 1687 and the treatment he received from Robert
Dormer while staying there:
[H]e forbad Mrs Vernon to come at us till his returne...so we saw
no body nor so much as went abroad to take the ayre, for that also
was forbidden, even in my Coach, all the while I was there[,] yet
all this complyance could not keepe him in good humour, but
two days before our coming away, he broke into a violent
causelesse fury at dinner, before all our servants teling her [Anne]
sevaerall times he would make her feare him & saying it was her
friends best course to advise her to it, & then bidding her take
heed of waking a sleeping Lyon….12
The regime of the household represented here is one of control and fear.
The control of movement forbids others from coming into the home and
those within from going out, including visiting houseguests. The resulting
confinement and isolation prevent any communication that might establish an alliance outside the master’s control. The prohibitions are reinforced by threats and the sudden eruption of anger resulting in his wife’s
humiliation in front of her relatives and the servants. Nor does obedience,
in the end, work to contain or evade this violence. Household members
are left trying to control themselves but with no assurance of peace or
10Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 18 November [1691].
11See Dictionary of National Biography entries on Charles Cottrell

and James Dormer.
The latter was a significant general who renovated the Rousham estate and oversaw the
design of its park, which is still visited by the public today. See Sara Mendelson and Patricia
Crawford’s discussion of Anne Dormer in their Women in Early Modern England (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1998), 138–40, 146, 157, 235. See also Mary O’Connor, “Representations of Intimacy in the Life-Writing of Anne Clifford and Anne Dormer,” Representations of
the Self from the Renaissance to Romanticism, ed. Patrick Coleman, Jayne Lewis, and Jill
Kowalik (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 79-96. Mendelson and I are presently preparing an edition of Anne Dormer’s letters.
12Charles Cottrell to William Trumbull, 29 August [16]87. The Vernons were a Catholic family with whom the Dormers were on very friendly terms; their family seat was at
North Aston near Rousham in Oxfordshire (The Victoria History of the Counties of England:
A History of Oxfordshire, ed.C.R. Elrington [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983], 9:14,
17, 148).
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safety. The lion is always present, never predictable. Accounts of Robert
Dormer’s violent anger suggest the possibility of physical abuse; however,
the strategies of tyranny that Anne Dormer identifies in her letters are for
the most part psychological. Her letters give us detailed examples of various facets of that abuse: constant surveillance, incarceration while he is
away, control of movement, enforced isolation from friends and family,
unpredictable rage, and both public and private humiliation.
Sir Charles Cottrell’s letter tells us a good deal about how he sees his
relation to both his daughter and his son-in-law. The letter continues with
his response to his son-in-law’s behavior:
I kept my temper there and with great coldnesse while I stayed,
but as soone as I was come to London, I writ him a longer letter
then he was willing to receive wherein I spoke my resentments for
that & all his former usages of her, Laying before him his obliging
Complements & shewing him the difference betwixt her behaviour & mine towards him, & his toward us, yet wth all the caution
I writ, not to exasperate him more against her, & after I had told
him his owne very roundly, I made up all in a fine conclusion, if
he would yet be but in some degree like other men, & not treat
her as a slave, but as the daughter of a free borne Englishman &
a Christian....she trembles at the fear of an utter break between us
but I don’t think he’ll have so little wit in his anger as to fall quite
out with me he will see I will not suffer her to be trampled
upon.13
Just as Anne’s letters encode her own femininity and notions of proper
masculinity for the seventeenth century, her father here makes clear what
is expected for “the daughter of a free borne Englishman & a Christian.”
Her own protection from abuse stands on the ideological grounds of the
legal status of her father as “English” and “Christian.” Wife abuse is figured here, then, as foreign, pagan, and uncivilized, the abject of the new
nation as it comes to know itself in contradistinction from its “other”—
foreign lands and non-Christians. Wife abuse is written metaphorically as
something both physical and political: as “trampling” and as slavery.
It is important, though, that we see that Sir Charles in fact received
some of the trampling himself. As a guest, as a father-in-law, as an older
man, as one knighted and revered in the world, as a man with important
political connections at court, and as the father of a daughter who has provided Robert with seven sons, Sir Charles is entitled to honor and deference. Yet, in the description of the curtailment of his movements while
13Charles

Cottrell to William Trumbull, 29 August [16]87.
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visiting the Dormers, Sir Charles suggests that he became feminized and
abused, trapped by the dictates of an unjust and unreasonable master of
the house. His own coach, an index of his status, power, and freedom of
movement in this “civilized” state, is immobilized. Here is a courtier who
has handled ceremonies of state and ambassadors throughout Europe now
restrained from circulating in the wilds of Oxfordshire. Furthermore, his
attempts at obedience find no secure response. He is unable to control this
host through compliance and is open to the very arbitrary whims of power
and anger that his daughter, the wife, has experienced. When Robert
Dormer erupts at the dinner table in front of all the servants and rails at
his wife, he is also railing at her “friends”; Sir Charles himself is humiliated
and insulted before the servants.
Indeed, the letter to Trumbull complains as much about the treatment of the father-in-law (Sir Charles) as it does of the wife (Anne). There
are allusions to the power relations between the two men in the midst of
which the abuse of Anne takes place. Cottrell, the man of public life with
connections to the king, believes that Robert Dormer, no matter how rash
he is, will have wit enough not to fall out with him. Cottrell emphasizes
his own diplomacy and courtesy, which has, after all, been the art of his
profession: he controls his anger, and his letter offers concessions. Cottrell
ends the description by trying to regain his own masculinity with the
threat that he will put his son-in-law in his place.
The relation between Cottrell and Robert Dormer was complex and
needs to be situated in the political context of the late 1680s. Although
Robert was not a Roman Catholic, other branches of his family were, and
the neighborhood of Oxfordshire in which they lived was predominantly
Catholic. Believing that the shift in power in the country was moving
toward the Catholics, Robert was considering becoming Catholic and
ingratiating himself with his neighbors. Cottrell and Anne were committed Protestants and welcomed the Glorious Revolution when it came in
1689. It is clear that Anne Dormer became a site of struggle between her
husband and her father, between two political positions in England at the
time.14 Charles Cottrell’s letter, quoted above, conveys Robert’s strategies
of abuse and typical familial responses to that abuse, but it also embodies
structural forces that contribute to abuse. It is debatable whether Cottrell
offered an effective intervention in his daughter’s problematic marriage.
We might argue that Cottrell left Anne in an unsafe place, and particularly

14 Elizabeth Hanson, Discovering the Subject in Renaissance England (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1998), 20. has lately explored the relation between subject formation, interiority and state power. Working with records of torture, she shows how men differentiated themselves hierarchically through eliciting secrets. Women in this system are a
means through which men relate to one another, rather than subjects in themselves.
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that his letter’s overtures and arguments are strongly embedded in a masculinist notion of power that is at the heart of woman abuse.15
Nevertheless, if Anne “trembles at the fear of an utter break” between
the two men, her father’s diplomacy and concessions in the letter are in
part strategies for keeping alive whatever links he does have with Robert
Dormer for his daughter’s sake. Both his silence in his son-in-law’s house
and the subsequent critique and diplomacy in his letter are part of the
practice of living with abuse: attempting continually to maintain one’s
integrity and agency within a framework of silence and concession. Anne
never suggested that she wanted to leave her husband: her seven boys, she
argued, needed a father; she was committed to her marriage vows; and she
insisted that she still loved her husband. Her maneuvers within the marriage were similar to her father’s. Her reported conversations with her husband suggest that she did talk back, did try to curtail his mad behavior, but
at the same time she kept her place.
Anne Dormer, like her father, formulates the abuse she experiences in
political terms—as tyranny, as slavery, and, as we have seen, as a set of
“hard laws.” The fact that her sister is in Constantinople offers both Anne
and her father a pertinent reference point for their description of Anne’s
condition. Whereas the Ottoman Empire, with its practice of slavery and
its alien religion, become an imaginary other for this English family, the
two public men—Cottrell and Trumbull—become the ideal English gentlemen heroes in Anne’s discourse against which Robert Dormer is measured. Anne stresses how ideal Trumbull is in her letters to Elizabeth. She
argues with her own husband over his dealing in trivialities and his idle life.
Her standards are set by these other two men, both of whom have earned
knighthood through their service to king and state. Robert Dormer’s trifling with tinderboxes and, worse, cooking, show his lack of true manhood: “Mr D … spends all his ingenuity in finding out the most
comodious way of frying broileing rosting stewing and preserving.”16
It is not just his lack of public service that condemns Anne’s husband.
However, if the family home or marriage is understood as a state headed
15Most of our current theorizing concludes that woman abuse is a systemic abuse of
power, built on a long tradition of hierarchical gender roles and privileges. See, for example,
R.E. Dobash and R.P. Dobash, Violence Against Wives: A Case Against the Patriarchy (London: Open Books, 1980); Domestic Violence: No Longer Behind the Curtains (Plano, Texas:
Instructional Aides, Inc., 1985); Catherine MacKinnon, Feminism Unmodified: Discourses on
Life and Law (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1987); Linda MacLeod, Battered But Not Beaten… Preventing Wife Battering in Canada (Ottawa: Canadian Advisory
Council on the Status of Women, 1987); Barbara M. Pressman, Family Violence: Origins and
Treatment (Guelph, Ont.: Children’s Aid Society of the City of Guelph and the County of
Wellington, 1984); Shirley Rawstorne, “England and Wales,” Domestic Violence: A Global
View, ed. Randal W. Summers and Allan M. Hoffman (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press,
2002), 25-38; and L. Walker, The Battered Woman (New York: Harper & Row, 1982). XXX
16Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 10 September [1687].
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by a lord/ruler, then Robert Dormer is seen as one who abuses his power
in that role.17 The husband was understood to have responsibilities
attached to his power—namely, providing both materially and spiritually
for wife, children, and servants. The ideal gentleman should be both powerful and reasonable, just, and conscientious. He may have been expected
to be violent but also to control that violence and use it in a just cause:
“Self-mastery was the characteristic that distinguished a responsible adult
male.” 18 Women’s “desires [were] subject to their husbands” and
common law allowed men to beat their wives, but only if they caused them
no “bodily damage, otherwise than appertaines to the office of a husband
for lawfull and reasonable correction.”19 In Anne’s case, she is careful to
articulate that she is innocent of any wrongdoing and that her husband’s
excessive coercion and anger are unfounded and extreme. It is an unacceptable tyranny that both Anne Dormer and her father identify in Robert’s behavior.
The responsibility of patriarchal surveillance in Robert Dormer’s case
meshed with his own propensity to extreme jealousy and possibly paranoia. His wife gathers that his choice of bedrooms in the house was linked
to his desire to keep watch over the household. It was a particularly
uncomfortable room, which, because of its heat, made his wife ill. Once
she finally extricated herself from the room, she remarked on her freedom
from him: “[L]ying here has given me some conveniencyes too, which I
wanted in the other room when I lay there he was alwayes in it, I suppose
because at that window he can see all that passes in and out, for now he
keepes there all the morning and that helps me somtimes to hear an hours
reading.”20 Despite the apparent liberty to read, her movements within
the house were generally not free. Robert’s jealousy could control her
from within a different room:
17For extensive discussions of the early modern patriarchal family and its relation to
monarchy and the state, see Susan Dwyer Amussen, An Ordered Society: Gender and Class in
Early Modern England (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1988); Frances Dolan, Dangerous Familiars: Representations of Domestic Crime in England 1550–1700 (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1994); Laura Gowing, Domestic Dangers: Women, Words, and Sex in Early Modern
London (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996); Cynthia B. Herrup, A House in Gross Disorder:
Sex, Law, and the 2nd Earl of Castlehaven (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999) idem,
“The Patriarch at Home: The Trial of the Second Earl of Castlehaven for Rape and Sodomy,”
History Workshop Journal 41 (1996): 1–19; Margaret Hunt, “Wife Beating, Domesticity and
Women’s Independence in Eighteenth-Century London,” Gender & History 4 (1992): 1033; Mendelson and Crawford, Women in Early Modern England; Lena Orlin, Private Matters
and Public Culture in Post-Reformation England (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1994);
Lawrence Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage In England 1500–1800 (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1977); and Rachel Weil, Political Passions: Gender, the Family and Political Argument in England 1680–1714 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1999).
18Herrup, A House, 71.
19Lawes Resolutions of Woemens Rights: or, The Lawes Provision for Woemen (London,
1632), 6, 128.
20Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 3 November [1688].
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I think for now I am growne so gray so leane and so hagged that
I might justly hope I might now be trusted in the garden without
the feare of any bodyes running away with me but noe my Ld has
as constant watch over my steps as ever and can tell exactly how
many will carry me from my Chamber to the garden and if I
happen to stopp one minute I am sure to be askt the reason….21

Amussen, Gowing, Dolan, and others have pointed out that it may be that
both the laws and the ideology of early modern marriage insist on the husband’s right and duty to supervise and control the behavior of his wife,
family, and servants; nevertheless, Anne’s narrative recounts precise details
that convey a pathological surveillance, one in which one’s footsteps may
be counted; any variations in the pattern will be noticed; one’s body will
be tracked in a space not one’s own. The entire domestic space is mapped
in the mind of the abuser in relation to the control of movement. Anne
identifies this behavior as madness ironically, by the husband’s asking for
the “reason” for any change. Her ability to set the scene with concrete
details conveys to us three hundred years later both a theory and narrative
of woman abuse: knowledge embodied in story.
Robert Dormer’s attempts to control his wife extended to her close
relationship with her family. He monitored Anne’s correspondence with
them as much as he could: “I contrive to write when he [Robert Dormer]
is from home, that I may spare my self and my friends the trouble of hatching a formall letter, he watches to read those I receive but now he is almost
continually abroad I write when I can have most liberty to speake my
thoughts….”22 It is clear that Anne had learned to “hatch a formall letter,” but the writing that she needed to do was of a different sort. These
letters offer an example of a woman trying to write outside of the constraints of a formal genre. The fact that she can imagine two kinds of letters hints at a form of life-writing that has not as yet received a full literary
analysis. It is clear that at this point—in 1688—the condition of Anne’s
marriage, coupled with the historical development of a new subjectivity—
one based on internal self-reflection—produces a new kind of writing. In
Anne’s case, this writing is understood as a new “liberty” and one that
allows for the analysis and narration of intimate details of a marriage.23
In her letters to her sister, Anne also implies a sexual dimension to her
husband’s abuse. Using their twenty years of sexual intimacy and what at
one point seems to have been a loving response from his wife, he taunts
her with sexual advances. She complains of his “fondness” since it is cou21Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 3 November [1688].
22Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 28 September 1688.
23See Ruth Perry, Women, Letters, and the Novel (New York:

O’Connor, “Representations of Intimacy.”

AMS Press, 1980), and
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pled with anger and humiliation. Love, passion, and sexuality are conflated
with jealousy, violence, and possession. Again and again, she complains
that she cannot win: either she gives in and is played the fool or she resists
and is violently harangued. Both positions lead to her humiliation:
My Ld who keepes up his unreasonableness in every thing he
doth, considers nothing but his own humore and pursues only
the pleasing of his owne fancy all which I would contentedly allow
him but this will not serve his turne without being allowed to be
a very kind good Hus and here lies one of my inexpressible torments for in order to that he still continnues his way of kissing a
durty glove of mine and saying he loves me extreamly and then he
will hang about my neck and often take occations to praise my
beauty which to me looks more like a jeere then a commendation
but these favours if I do not returne greate acknowledgements
for, he is eternally upbraiding me with my ingratitude to his love,
which after so many yeares is still the same to me, in company his
envie to see every body so kinde to me makes him watch all
opportunities to lessen me in every thing, to trample me down to
ridicule every thing I say and do….24
The vivid example of “kissing a dirty glove,” which Anne repeats in
another letter, makes concrete the strategy of control in the name of love.
The vacillations between sexual advance and ridicule, between fondness
and rage, form a kind of sexual humiliation. The partner is invited to open
up, to submit, to become aroused; having done so, she is “trampled” and
shamed. Anne eventually retreats from these advances and refuses to
“kiss” her husband any more. Her letters further document the ploys her
husband devises in response to this act of resistance:
I think he was not made to be kist and therefore I have severall
times assured him while I live I will never go to kiss him more, nor
do not, since he came from London not but that I thank God I
could run to him with the same kindness I ever did, and when he
kisses me which he doth twenty times a day I receive him not only
with civillity but with hearty kindness and one night he vomited
and I not only satt up by him till morning but found my self
touched as neerely for his being sick as I used to be, and it seems
then I kissed him as I held his head, which the next day he was
much pleased with and bragged to me that I came of my self and
kissed him to which I said that I did assure him whatever I might
do then; when I was well my self I never would unless he gave me
more reason then hitherto he has don, and indeed I have that
24Anne

Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 22 June [1697].
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aversion for any sort of deceit that when I reflect with how much
fraud and art he has endeavored to fix me at home it doth convince me that I ought no more to pursue him with fondness….25

His transformation of her compassionate kiss into a sexual act manipulates
both her sympathy for him and her resistance against him.
Anne’s letters contain many complaints of public and private humiliation. Robert Dormer would laugh at her and degrade her both at home and
while visiting neighbors. We have already seen how he did so in front of her
father and the servants. He also contrasted her with other women, complaining on one occasion of her “timourousness” while their neighbor Mrs.
Vernon could weather a bandit’s attack on her stagecoach from London:
Last somer Mrs Vernon was robbed in the coach coming from
London and a Man a stranger hurt who was with her in a stage
coach and upon the discourse shee then not seeming to regard it
much, he [Robert Dormer] has pondered upon't ever since, and
t'other day it was thrown at me for a reproach that I would not
have beene so little frighted as Mrs Ver was and her courage was
admired as highly as I was to be layed low….26
“[T]o be layed low” is both the strategy and the goal of the abuse. It transpired that even Anne’s acquaintances agreed that she should stay home
instead of coming out and being humiliated in public. Her language conveys her analysis of the abuse: the stripping of self-esteem and the absence
of reasonable responses are debilitating psychologically. What is most crippling is that women are left with no self-worth and no secure or predictable world.
Nor is Robert Dormer’s jealousy built on any ground of his own fidelity to his wife. He had mistresses, and he even fell in love with one of their
neighbors. Anne’s humiliation includes not only being forbidden to use
her husband’s coach, but having to watch as her husband’s favorite is
allowed to use it: “I bore all my restraints patiently while I saw nobody
could comand his choach [=coach] or servant but when Pegy Brooke
could comand both, it satt hard upon me and shee who loved me dearly
was so sensible of it shee has often come with teares and blushes to me and
said I vowe I am ashamed to send your servants or to use your coach when
you canot.”27 Anne’s withdrawal of her affections (if not her love) seems
to have come with the recognition that he had really fallen in love with
someone else: “I could not but tell him his fondness of Piddy Brook took

25Anne
26Anne
27Anne

Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 11 August [1888]
Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 2 January 1688 [1689].
Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 20 July [1688].
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away his sivility to me and since his passion for BV had taken away his love
I did not value such a pretence of fondness.”28
By 1688, the relationship between husband and wife had deteriorated
and Robert’s full madness is explicit in Anne’s letter of 3 November. If
Anne had been able to find moments that were free from her husband’s
oversight—particularly when he was away from home—she was not secure
for very long:
In the day I have no resting place my closett in the winter is too
cold, and in the somer too hott and in my chamber when once he
is up he is alwayes passing too and fro and in the Nursery if I stay
half an houre he is in fury and once this winter broke the doore
and made it flie cross the roome when he fancyed I was there but
I was not nor noe creature but clem29 and his maide his jealousy
is a sort of maddness….30
No space is considered “safe,” either in Anne’s eyes or his. The walled
garden was one permissible destination for her movements, but with no
deviations; the nursery was viable, but for no more than a half an hour. A
closed door with only a child and his nursemaid on the other side was fair
game for this man’s enraged violence. His loud eruptions in the dining
room here are transformed into the physical destruction of his home, even
his three-year-old son’s designated space. His breaking down the door is
in the service of significant psychological violence—that of invading and
controlling his wife’s space and mind. There is no space, it would appear,
that is free of the fear of his violence. No matter where Anne is, no matter
how great her compliance, she is never free of the possibility of his anger.
Thus, as well as offering concrete examples of the facets of abuse,
Anne Dormer’s letters also reveal the effects of a life patterned by abuse.
They include a consistent refrain about the deleterious state of her physical
health. She cannot sleep at night; she suffers from “spleene and
vapours.”31 She writes to her sister, “He can but hurt my body but he
ruines his owne soul.”32 Intermingled with the binary opposite of the
soul, her references to her sick body convey at one and the same time the
physical component of her abuse and one coping mechanism she resorts
to, that of relying on heaven’s reward:
Finding those oppressions I have layne under this last four
months do dayly encrease and considering that friendship
requires a communication of all concernes without reserve I will
28Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 20 July [1688].
29Clement was Anne’s last child (1685–97).
30Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 3 November [1688].
31Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, [Autumn 1685].
32Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 4 February [1688].
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no longer conceal those sorrows from thee I am dayly so grievously afflicted with for since I hope they will proove as profitable
to my soul as they are tormenting to my body I have reason to be
thankfull for them and patient under them….33

Anne Dormer retreats further and further from society, living for the most
part the life of a recluse, with occasional visits from some women friends
in the neighborhood. As Mendelson and Crawford point out, there are
class dimensions to her perception of the abuse. She complains that village
women have more freedom than she does to seek solace and friendship: “A
poore woman that lives in a thatched house when shee is ill or weary of her
work can step into her Neigh: and have some refreshment but I have none
but what I find by thinking writing and reading.”34
We have learned from modern studies of woman abuse that a major
effect of abuse is that the woman internalizes the abuser’s discourse and
surveillance: self-esteem is destroyed and the woman limits her own
actions. This effect is most telling in Anne after Robert dies suddenly in
1689. She speaks of wandering through the house feeling guilty that she
is looking in chests and touching things which he had forbidden her to
approach: “Using such things as he would scarce suffer me to look upon I
am like one ha[u]nted with an evell spirit or who has comitted some
crime.”35 We have confirmation of this behavior from her father’s account
in a letter to William Trumbull:
His [John Dormer’s] too good naturd Mother cannot yet disaccustome herselfe from strict retirement she has so long been
forced too that it is become too naturall to her being more sensible of three kind words spoken by him to her in twenty years,
without any one obliging action for all that time, then of three
score thousand vexations wherewith he made her life uncomfortable all that while and thinkes herselfe bound to performe all
things as punctually to his memory as if he had been the most
indulgent husband in the world, Sometimes saying she would not
do the least thing, that she thought he would find fault wth if he
should looke upon her out of his grave; wch is to put herselfe
under a greater slavery now God hath set her at liberty then she
was before & to be a worse tyrant to herselfe then he was to her.36
33Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 29 November [1688].
34 Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 5 April 1688. Mendelson

and Crawford,
Women in Early Modern England, 146.
35Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, St. James’s Day [9 May 16]89.
36Sir Charles Cottrell to William Trumbull, 9 August [16]89. Anne’s eldest son John
[Jack] Dormer traveled with the Trumbulls to France and Constantinople. On his return,
having come of age, he was to take over the Rousham estate.
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Cottrell’s language of slavery is now used to describe Anne’s own control
of her movements, the internalized surveillance of her behavior. The space
of the house has been so strongly demarcated by Robert Dormer that his
eyes and voice are transferred into his wife.
And yet, it would not be a full portrait of Anne Dormer or of her selfrepresentation in her letters to give the impression that she did not fight
back. Her letters show that she often stood her ground and indeed, triumphed over her husband. As Mendelson and Crawford point out, Anne
“was not docile.”37 She may have restrained herself but she also used
many resisting tactics. The very feat of writing this series of letters to her
sister may be understood as moving beyond just survival to resistance—
the eking out of free time and space in which to “write my thoughts.” The
intimacy that she has with her sister is both a cause and an effect of her
confidences. Anne carves out a safe space beyond the domain of her husband’s rule. The letters create and maintain a bond with her sister, the love
of whom maintains the integrity and identity of the writer. Elizabeth’s dialogic presence is felt throughout the letters, countering the construction
of Anne’s identity that Robert is shaping through his abuse. Anne speaks
of keeping her carcass alive until she can hold her sister again, but Elizabeth also becomes the audience for whom Anne can present herself as one
in control of her situation.
Furthermore, Anne’s recounting of abusive events is often expressed
in the voice of a dominant personality rather than that of a victim. She uses
wit, sarcasm, and humor to represent her husband to her sister and even
to himself, as we can judge from her reported arguments with him. The
following letter creates another concrete scene of abuse, but one which
Anne turns around and uses for her own mastery of her husband’s discourse. In her account of the event, she revels in the triumph of her own
repartee, employing what might be considered unacceptable bawdy references in witty jest. Anne complains of having to be always on guard to justify herself so that he does not hold up some detail for accusation year after
year. He reminds her of a time he visited her at her father’s house when he
was courting her and she had a scratch on her arm. Twenty years later he
still suspects she received it from some rude licentious man who had visited her brothers. Anne continues:
I had often rejoyced in my mind that my innocence which feared
no ill had never occationed me to have a rudeness offred me now
I had reason to wish I might have suffred some one affront, that
I might have beene secured by the hatred I should have taken
against all Men never to have Married any…but since he resolved
for ever to be unjust to me I would not alwayes be a foole but for
37Mendelson

and Crawford, Women in Early Modern England, 139.
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the time to come be as I had beene, carefull of even the appearance of evill, I would satisfie my self, and if he pleased to beleive I
gott that scratch at a Tavern ramping with my Ld Rochester and
Sr Charles Cidly [Sedley] it should be indifferent to me….38

Robert Dormer’s imagination, built on his own experiences or the reports
of such libertines as Rochester or Sedley,39 is used to frame and control his
wife, but the innocent wife takes his words and references and returns
them in her own rebuttal. The language of libertines, because it has been
introduced by her husband, is fair game now in her witty response.
Having moved into the separate and safe space of her letter-writing,
Anne recounts her decisions and actions, placing her husband in the role
of madman as much as master. To sit with him would mean having to
invent drivel as much as having to endure criticism. Her husband’s abusive
humiliation, then, is reduced in this narrative to the ranting of a fool.
Instead of enduring slavery, she maps out “a little liberty”:
I have eased my self of the trouble of sitting two or three houres
to find my Master discourse who will only find fault and cavill for
his divertisement, which is none to me, and so there I have taken
a little liberty, more then I used when I hoped by finding him
trumpery stuff to twattle to him to have pleased him…. I found it
absolutely necessary to keepe my self from his contempt, as I do
by free speaking my mind to him now and then, to shew him I do
nothing out of pure stupidity….40
By naming stupidity, contempt, and trumpery as associated with her
former activities, she establishes herself now as the opposite: intelligent,
honorable, and honest. Her very submission to his “absolute dominion”
is juxtaposed with her ironic (and bawdy) parody of that power: “I submitt
most cheerfully to his absolute dominion over me, and jeast with it for
when he sayes I will do this and that I say as Sr Oliver Butler did twas his
owne house and should sh-- in every roome on't.”41 Her “learned” allusion in this flurry of wit demeans all her husband’s activities to mere shitting. In a carnavalesque way, reducing her husband’s entitlements and
orders to his “lower bodily stratum,” her narrative undermines any notion
of his absolute control.42
Even Anne’s use of the voice of the victim in her letters can also be
seen as a strategic ploy of gaining allies, trying to balance the power which
38Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 29 November [1688].
39John Wilmot, earl of Rochester (1648–80), and Sir Charles Sedley (1639?–1701).
40Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 10 March [1688].
41Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 10 March [1688].
42See Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1968)

on the power of laughter, parody, and carnival to undermine fixed authority.
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her husband has over her. If she keeps her relatives informed, she establishes a balance of power in the family dynamic—one in which, perhaps,
her father will not “suffer her to be trampled upon.”43 The risk, as we have
seen, is that she thereby becomes the site of battles between the men.
Anne’s letters as a whole provide a curious space of obsession with her
abusive husband in which the "he said"/"I said" of their many verbal battles is repeated in detail. While she constructs herself as victim, however,
she also makes herself the narrator of victimhood and takes great pleasure
in the story telling. Her rhetorical strategies reconstruct herself and often
lead to moments of victory. That victory is of a superior wit and intelligence. It is also the victory of gaining control of the story. By rewriting her
abusive circumstance she creates a narrative with its own climaxes, comic
relief, and heroes. Even while her husband is playing the role of the villain
in her story, he is also playing the fool. The letters may therefore be
explored for both their power to provide an alternative subjectivity—one
related to her love for and trust in her sister and to her mastery of arguments with her husband—and their revisiting of what seemed like daily
oppression. The letters offer a rich narrative of love and pain in a bad marriage. But they also offer an opportunity to witness, on the one hand, strategies of disciplining women and, on the other, an early modern woman's
attempts to construct a separate and oppositional self in writing. For those
interested in woman abuse, the letters offer an extensive analysis and diagnosis of an early modern woman’s psychological abuse and her strategies
of survival and resistance. For this literate woman who had the leisure time
and ability to write eight-page letters, the correspondence offered a textual
shelter beyond the barrier of the prison-home—a shelter in which she
could write her own story, move around with freedom, and even return
with the new-found power of a secure allegiance with her sister.
43Anne recounts other tactics often evoking the day-to-day power games of their relationship. She refuses to greet her husband at the door after he has been away, since he had
ignored her as she stood waiting to greet him: “[E]ver since he came from London I keepe
my resolution I never go to kiss him nor ever run out to meete him when he has beene
abroad the ramble he went last he was a weeke abroad, and when he came home he had
beene half an hour in the house before I saw him, for being in my closett there I stayed, till
I heard him pass by the doore and say wheres my wife, then I came out and mett him as I
alwayes do with a cheerfull face and he exprest himself kindly to me and was full of discourse
what he had seene and where he had beene, and so continued in good humore, the next day
sayes he Mrs D I was a long time yesterday before I saw you [i]t was not used to be so, no
my deare I replyed, for I having studdied neere twenty year how to live with you so as be
most easy to you I, I do now find that you seeke no other thing in all your concern but to
avoid trouble, and having so many yeares when I have with true love and joy to see you come
home, run out to meete you with open arms, and found my self often rudely repulsed, or so
coldly received that I have gone away with my eyes full of tears I have at last overcome that
folly and for the rest of my life since I find it was a trouble to you as well as grief to me, to
stand in your way, when you had other things in your head, or were out of breath as you used
to say” (Anne Dormer to Elizabeth Trumbull, 28 September [1688]).
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Indeed, if Anne was not allowed to confide with her neighbor under
a thatched roof, she shows us that her class was able to use writing to
deepen relationships among sisters, a strategy that held her in good stead
even after her husband’s death, when it was her father who tried to control
her life and movements. The reader watches the intimacy with Elizabeth
build as the letters insist on the love between them. When, with the final
letter, we anticipate Elizabeth’s imminent return, the narrative concludes
with climactic pathos. The promise of this reunion of the sisters, this alternative love, has been a unifying structure of the letters’ narrative, a balance
of solidarity or female community against the weight of the woman abuse
in Anne Dormer’s marriage.
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